Application for conference travel fund
Bharti Centre for Communication

Form version: 2
A. Name of the applicant:
   email:

B. Program and specialization of study in IIT Bombay:
   (e.g. “M.Tech in Communication and Signal Processing”)
C. Expected end date of the program:
   (see Note 2 on next page)
D. Roll number:

E. Guide's name/s:

F. Conference details:
   1. Conference full title:
   2. Dates:
   3. Venue:
   4. Website location:

G. Paper details:
   1. Title:
   2. Authors:
   3. Whether accepted:
   4. Whether accepted for oral or poster presentation:
   5. Abstract: please include in next page
   6. Submission date of final manuscript:
   7. Whether acknowledgement to Bharti centre can be included as mentioned in next page note 2 (say “yes” or “no”):

H. Whether any other funding is received or applied for or will be applied for (list them with adequate information on status on each):

I. Expected total expenses with breakup:

J. Abstract:
K. List of other publications: (mention “accepted”, “submitted” if not appeared) (use standard IEEE bibliography format)

L. If you have used any funding from the Bharti Centre for Communication in the past, please list them below.

M. Any additional information you want to provide:

Important notes:
1. IIT Bombay rules will apply on the utilization of any approved funding. The candidate is expected to directly enquire and deal with suitable administrative department of IIT Bombay regarding the same.
2. For PhD students, please mention your expected month/year of thesis submission.
3. If a funding is approved, you will be required to include an acknowledgement to the centre as “Part of the work was supported by Bharti Centre for Communication in IIT Bombay” or “Work of “Your-name” was supported in part by Bharti Centre for Communication in IIT Bombay”
4. Please send filled “plain text” form (--.txt) to bikash@ee.iitb.ac.in and dmanju@ee.iitb.ac.in in email body with a subject “BCC conference travel support.” Any other format or attachments WILL BE NEGLECTED.
5. Please print the filled form (--.odt), sign it and then submit to Vibha in the Bharti Centre for Communication if funding is approved. Please note that, if approved, the approval will be tentative subject to submission of the signed hard copy, acknowledgement in the final manuscript, and all the provided information being correct. The text form you have sent by email and the submitted hard copy should both contain the same information.
6. You are encouraged to also try for funding from other sources.
7. No advance will be given. If any funding is approved, then the fund will only be given as reimbursement after the conference. A copy of the final manuscript must be sent before claiming reimbursement.

Declaration:

If any funding is approved, I agree to acknowledge Bharti Centre for Communication as mentioned above, and email a copy of the final manuscript to bikash@ee.iitb.ac.in and dmanju@ee.iitb.ac.in after submission. The above information is correct to the best of my understanding.

Name:                                     Signature